Buy from a Conquest Dealer Now!

ConquestPropellers.com

ANYWHERE IN THE
WORLD WITHIN 7 DAYS*
- Fully CNC Machined Propellers Better than Class S
- 20″ to 32″ 4 Bladed
- High Strength NiBrAl
- Proven, flat faced, mildly skewed blade profiles

GUARANTEED PERFORMANCE
Conquest only use the finest quality NiBral and is fully CNC
machined over every square mm. This gives rise to higher
performance, smoother operation and greater efficiency than any
other comparable propeller.
This gives you, the customer, total confidence that you are buying
the best manufacturing technology in the world, whilst retaining the
proven reliability of a design you can trust.
Conquest propellers have been developed by VEEM Ltd to
offer completely CNC machined propellers for the replacement
propellers market. If held in global stocks, Conquest propellers are
available within 7 days* via air freight.

OVERVIEW
Conquest propellers have
been developed specifically
to meet the urgent needs of
the replacement propeller
market.
The Conquest propeller range
features a unique mixture of
traditional designs with fully
CNC machined surfaces and
are available in a wide range
of sizes.

Fully CNC
Machined Propellers
Better than S Class

20” to 32”

High Strength

4 Bladed

NiBrAl

Proven, flat faced,
mildly skewed blade
profiles

*Conquest Propellers will deliver in stock propellers within 7 days to most locations around world. Contact a dealer for
delivery estimates if you live outside of a major capital city.
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DELIVERY IN LESS THAN 7 DAYS*

FULLY CNC MACHINED

HIGH STRENGTH

Dealers and Stockists will enjoy incredibly fast
delivery times for Conquest Propellers. Dealers will
receive their order in less than 7 days* via air freight
from Conquest factory stock. If a stockist near you
has the propeller you may even be able to pick it up
that very same day.

Conquest Propellers are fully CNC machined on
all surfaces. This makes them the most accurate
propellers in the replacement market. Complete CNC
machining guarantees high performance and low
cavitation on your blades. All propellers deliver better
than ‘S’ class quality.

Conquest Propellers are manufactured using high
strength NiBrAl (CU3) which is alloyed to the highest
standards in house. Some models are also available
in Bronze.

EASY BORE MACHINING

PROVEN DESIGN

Conquest Propellers are delivered with your bore and
key size using tapers of SAE 1:16, 1:12, and ISO 1:10

Conquest Propellers are designed using the proven,
flat faced, mildly skewed blade profiles that ensure
reliable performance across a wide range of
applications.
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*Conquest Propellers will deliver in stock propellers within 7 days to most locations around world. Contact a dealer for
delivery estimates if you live outside of a major capital city.

